Dec 30th, 2018

CleanOut for Outlook
2019.1 Release Notes

The 2019.1 release of CleanOut® for Outlook is now available for download. The key changes are:
•

Piling with Categories
Rather than saving emails in a hierarchical set of folders, many Outlook users these days prefer
to put them all in a single folder (say the Archive folder) and use one or more Categories to
indicate the subject. This approach, which is known as piling vs traditional filing, is now
supported in CleanOut with a new Category button in the File, Defer and Delegate dialogs. The
button brings up the standard Outlook Category selector shown below on the right.

•

Single item Delete
A very simple, yet powerful, change is that when you delete a single email (that does not belong
to a larger conversation) it immediately places it in the trashcan without an additional prompt.
This change greatly improves the speed at which you can plow through your email, especially
when you’re using the Enter key.
Tip: Using a combination of the Enter key to delete unwanted items, the Right Arrow key to skip
messages and the Up & Down arrow keys to select other functions is an extremely fast way to
go through your email. Once you get the hang of it, it is much faster than using the mouse.

•

Attachment Indicator
The Open Mail desktop now displays a paperclip icon on the right-hand side indicating when
emails have an attachment. Just like the paperclip indicator in the standard Inbox, you open the
email (in this case using Do It) to view the attachments.
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•

Multiple monitors
CleanOut now works better on multiple monitor displays and wherever possible, new dialogs
will open on whichever display you are already using rather than resorting to your primary
display.

•

Improved Review function
At the end of a session in Open Mail, there is a review function which allows you to take one last
look at which emails are going to be Deleted or Filed and remove any of them from the list.
Based on feedback that the old UI was not intuitive, it has been redesigned as shown below:

•

German language updates
Thanks to one of our German speaking customers, the German version of CleanOut has been
reviewed to ensure that it is using words and phrases commonly used in business.

•

And much more:
o Simpler installation
Once again, the installation and setup process has been simplified removing
unnecessary steps wherever possible.
o

Support for Outlook 2019

o

Improved stability
This release contains numerous bug fixes so you should find the overall experience to be
more robust and stable.
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